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Synopsis

*1000 clear and up-to-date photos make learning over 2500 basic words easy and memorable*

Conversation and vocabulary activities offer extra speaking and writing practice on every page, and in a separate section at the back * Includes 2 audio CDs with pronunciations of every word
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Customer Reviews

The picture book and CD are great, it teach everyday thing to people who wants to learn english. The only thing is that you have to use the CD on Computer to slow the or repeat the speaker,

I bought it for my nephew who is studying English as a foreign language. Words come along with pictures. CDs include audio mp3 reading words.

It is a good product. Longman photo dictionary has a variety of vocabulary and pictures that makes easy to boost my English.

Hi my name is MAMADOU I am very happy to hold the Longman Photo Dictionary because it allow me to know how to tell a lot of things in english easily .I bought 2 dictionary for me and for my first kid and I am going to buy an other one .Thanks a lot LONGMAN PhOTO DICTIONARY

It's a very good book with 2 audio CDs for listening practice on the iPod where you go. I hope you have other dictionaries of this sort, perhaps others in more specific issues aka for engineers,
doctors, lawyers, etc, that would be great. thank you very much for this item.

It's so much easier to learn American English and USA-specific topics with this dictionary. The CD disks included are Audio CD and you'll need to convert them to MP3 by yourselves. Very helpful item on each English as a foreign language student's table.

I recommend this book. It's really helpful to those looking for easy to understand english learning. the book just take a while to be delivered.

THE BOOK ARRIVED PROMPTLY. IT WAS LIKE BRAND NEW AND INCLUDED A CD WHICH I HADN'T EVEN EXPECTED. I AM ONE SATISFIED CUSTOMER!
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